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MAINTENANCE NOTICE
STYLE "M23-B" ELECTRIC

SWITCH & LOCK MOVEMENTS

 Hand Throw Interface Gear Inspection
&

 Replacement Procedure

Affected Part Numbers (Machines and Layouts with Machines
Manufactured Between May 28, 1996 and May 18, 1998)

N322953-0003
N322953-0002
N323862
N321365-001
N321365
N451160-0640
N451160-0602
N451160-0622
N451160-0634
N451160-0601
N451160-064

N451169-0621
N451160-0633
N451160-0617
N451160-0612
N451160-0622
N451160-0631
N451160-0635
N451160-0637
N451160-0611
N451160-0627
N451160-0642

N451160-0632
N451160-0636
N451160-0638
N451160-0614
N451160-0641
N451160-0643
N451160-0645
N451160-0630
N451160-0604
N451160-0615
N451160-0644

N451160-0646
N451160-0646
X41801703
X41801705
X41801707
X451858-2103
X41801706
X451858-2107
X4516468702
X451773-9203
X451646-8701

X451773-9202
X451858-2102
X451858-2104
X451160-0629
X41801702
X41801704

SPARE GEAR BOX ORDERS

N287075
N2870770001

N2870750001 N287076 N2870760001 N287077

AFFECTED SPARE PARTS ORDERS

Hand Throw Interface Gear (Part Number M286617) manufactured between May 28, 1996 and May 18,
1998)
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Style “M23B” Electric Switch & Lock Movements

BACKGROUND

The US&S M23B machine is identical to the M23A
machine with the exception of the interface gear
below the Top Bearing. This interface gear is cut at
the drive dog to allow either, full lock and indication as
the M23A; or a reduced surface area that allows
neither locking nor indication, as in the M23B.  The
interface gear transmits the power from the hand
throw lever to the main crank by the engagement of
the dog of the interface and the splined collar on the
main crank. The distance the machine throws and the
amount of crank rotation is directly proportional to the
number of degrees of the gear's dog in the hand
throw mode.

On May 28, 1996 , US&S changed from a 128-degree
interface gear to a 124-degree interface gear.  The
M23B machine will go full stroke (full point closure)
with either the 128-degree or the 124-degree
interface gear.

ISSUE

As the result of a customer inquiry, US&S conducted
a detailed analysis of the operation of the M23B
machine.  From the analysis, it was determined that
an interface gear cut to 124-degrees may not provide
the optimal amount of switch point retention in hand
throw operation when the latch stand is unlatched.
This is due to 2 degrees less rotation in both the
normal and reverse positions.  US&S has no reported
field incidents using either the 124-deegree or 128-
degree interface gear.  However, there is a remote
possibility with machines using the 124-degree gear,
of a derailment occurring during a train movement,
when the switch machine is in hand throw operation,
and the hand throw lever is not latched.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

To address this issue, US&S is recommending
changing all machines currently using a 124-degree
interface gear to a 128-degree interface gear.  The
attached procedure provides the details for gear
inspection and replacement as required.

Effective May 18, 1998, US&S is producing all M23B
machines with a 128- degree interface gear.

GEAR INSPECTION AND REPLACEMENT
PROCEDURE

WARNING!

Ensure all applicable rules are followed prior to
taking possession of the switch machine if
this procedure is being performed on the wayside.
DO NOT attempt to make this change if the
machine is under power operation.

STEP 1

Remove layout point pressure. Loosen the Operating
Rod adjusting nuts at the basket. This will remove
any torque at the Main Crank. It should not be
necessary to loosen the Lock Rod connecting rod at
this time, however it may be required for final switch
adjustment prior to in-service condition.

STEP 2

Remove the 2 bolts, lock washers and gearbox cover.

STEP 3

Remove cotter pin from the castle nut at the top of
the crank. Remove the nut and washer.

STEP 4

Remove (4) bolts and lock washers holding the Top
Bearing.

STEP 5

Caution: The Top Bearing is located with (2)
hardened dowel pins. These pins can be damaged
or broken if excess force is used to remove the
Top Bearing. When removing use steady and
even pressure.

Gently remove the Top Bearing housing. The bronze
bearing will remain in the Top Bearing at this time.
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STEP 6

Remove the key from the Main Crank and place with
Top Bearing.

STEP 7

Remove interface gear (M286617).

STEP 8

Inspect gear to determine the angular degrees of the
dog. All interface gears manufactured within the
above mentioned dates are marked with a metal
stamp identifying 124 degrees as shown in View "A."

If the gear that has been removed has no metal
stamp it should be inspected for excessive wear and
replaced if necessary.  Re-assemble into the machine
using steps 9 through 19.

If the gear is metal stamped with 124, replace it with a
new 128-degree interface gear, using steps 9 through
19.

View “A”

STEP 9

When replacing the interface gear it is critical to
ensure the collar is still in position and the timing is
set properly.

With the hand throw lever in the vertical position,
apply the bevel gear engaging the tooth marked “R”
(for right hand assembly) or “L” (for left hand
assembly) with the punch mark master tooth space
on the hand-throw gear.

Carefully place the hand-throw lever in “Normal”
position. Be sure that the bevel gear stays in time.

With the selector lever in “MOTOR” position, rotate
the friction clutch housing so that the motor clutch
teeth are fully engaged.

STEP 10

Caution: Ensure the Motor Cutout shaft is properly
aligned prior to re-seating the Top Bearing.

Place Top Bearing (without Bronze bushing) on the
two dowel pins. Gently and evenly tap the Top
Bearing down until seated against the gearbox.
Replace the (4) lock washers and hold down bolts.

STEP 11

Replace key in top of shaft for bronze bushing.

STEP 12

Replace Bronze top bearing bushing.

STEP 13

Replace washer and castle nut. Tighten castle nut
firmly, then back off to the nearest cotter hole and
apply cotter, after operating machine by hand-throw
lever to be sure that mechanism does not bind.

STEP 14

Replace Cotter pin.  US&S recommends a new cotter
pin be installed to ensure pin integrity.

STEP 15

Re-check the adjustment of the motor cutout push
rod. The contacts should open when the end of the
selector lever has been raised approximately 6” from
the horizontal motor position.

STEP 16

Adjust lock rod and operating rod connections at this
time to ensure proper timing of the interface gear.
This should be done in accordance with your
standard adjustment procedures.

STEP 17

Inspect lubricant level and condition at this time,
replace or fill as required.
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STEP 18

Replace the gearbox cover, lock washers and bolts.

STEP 19

Restore power to machine and operate for several
cycles to ensure proper operation.

Upon confirmation of proper machine operation, full
switch verification testing should be conducted in
accordance with all applicable FRA rules prior to
placing the machine into service.

PROCEDURE COMPLETE


